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The complexity of urban contexts requires methods capable of promoting the co-production of knowledge,
unlocking new perspectives that enable ways of comprehending territories not only by their physical and
material components, but above all by the set of socioeconomic, cultural and emotional relations integrated in
their socio-spatial dynamics. The social sciences and humanities have a central role in decoding these
relations, whether due to their broader understanding of the phenomena, or in their translation, leading
towards a basis for interdisciplinary dialogue and more equitable solutions for all. Their recent connection to
green and sustainable city agendas, as provided by the Green Deal, confirms their benefits: these include
verification of whether and how sustainable solutions can generate new values for nature, promotion of the
presence of more diverse and plural voices, and working towards more inclusive solutions for all. Through
systematic social research, the changes that occur in the experiences, practices and production of pre-existing
space can be better evaluated, as, for example, in sociological studies on urban practices capable of
identifying common behaviours and practices (Goffman, 1963, 1974; Certeau, 1990; Serpa, 2013, 2017;
Teixeira & Pereira, 2015, 2016; Tenório, 2012), as well as gender gaps in ecological and sustainable attitudes
and practices. The observations of where, which and how bodies move, talk and perform in cities are able to
inform everyday dynamics and help build an archive of the common everyday that often builds a sense of
place. Methods drawn from the social sciences and humanities strengthen citizen involvement in climate and
environment-related issues and domains (Sholte, Teeffelen and Verburg, 2015; Buchel and Frantzeskaki, 2015),
as they can ensure better strategies to engage the wider community in effective behavioural changes and
civic participation towards a more holistic and just transition. This session aims to include presentations
(theoretical review, case studies, data analysis, project results, artistic performances, among others) from a
wide variety of inter and multi-disciplinary backgrounds that will further inform discussions on the added value
of methods coming from the social sciences and humanities to enhance the impact of NBS.
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